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Three words began to exemplify the approach taken by 
designer David Cameron when he first envisaged Circle 
Design. He wanted a piece of furniture that was simple, 
functional and beautiful for his work as an interior architect. 
He began to design with the notion of helping workflow
without distraction. This aim allows for a better focus on 
the task at hand leading to a boost in productivity and 
a calmer workspace environment.  
 
Circles first desk ‘Oosoom’ is the purest realisation of that 
initial notion. Its full-width drawer allows the users to put 
‘objects out of sight, out of mind’ as they concentrate solely 
on their work.
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Top: ‘Artic White’ seamless acrylic hard surface. 
Drawer: High-end slow close mechanics with ivory synthetic leather insert. 
Legs: Solid Oak with clear coat protection.
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Oosoom Range

Introducing the first range of Circle furniture. 
The Oosoom Range has been in development for 
the last three years and is aimed for commercial 
fit-outs and residential use. We have used the 
most appropriate materials for our pieces, hard 
wearing Fenix, Polytec, Hi-Macs acrylics and 
Birch Plywood for surfaces as well as solid Oak 
and powder coated steel for tops and legs. 
All our furniture aspires to the notion of clean 
workspaces and tidy home offices being simple, 
functional and beautiful.
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Top: ‘Arctic White’ seamless acrylic hard surface. 
Legs: Solid Oak with clear coat protection.

Oosoom Premium  

The Oosoom Premium desk was created for modern-day 
designers and thinkers. Its full-length drawer allows for 
items and papers to be stowed underneath keeping the 
work surface clear and distraction free. The removable 
top allows monitor cable to run through the bodies cavity 
for multiple power outlet options. The Oosoom desk comes 
in the Premium and Classic.
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Drawer: High-end slow close mechanics with ivory synthetic leather insert. 
Drawer measurements: W 1650 x H 90 x D 400 mm
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Drawer: High-end slow close mechanics with ivory synthetic leather insert. 
Drawer measurements: W 1650 x H 90 x D 400 mm

  
Top detail: ‘Arctic White’ seamless acrylic hard surface. 
Legs detail: Solid Oak with clear coat protection.
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Drawer: High-end slow close mechanics 
with ivory synthetic leather insert.

  
Top: Birch Plywood with clear coat polyurethane paint finish 
with recessed hard surface acrylic monitor wear pad. 
Legs: White powder coated steel.
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Top detail: Recessed hard surface acrylic monitor wear pad with oversized lead output. 
Opposite page: ‘Continuous grain’ Birch plywood with clear coat polyurethane paint finish.
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Top: Fenix Nano Tech laminate in matt colour range with Birch Plywood. 
Legs: White powder coated steel.

Rectangular Multi

The Rectangular Multi comes in many sizes 
with an array of beautiful surface options 
that are durable to a multitude of environments. 
A table that suits any space and purpose.
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Top: Fenix Nano Tech laminate in matt colour range with Birch Plywood. 
Legs: White powder coated steel.

Circular Multi 

Like the Rectangular Multi, the Circular Multi is suitable 
for many purposes and stands alone as a functional table. 
Coming in many sizes with an array of beautiful surface 
options that are durable to a multitude of environments.
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Cuboid
 
Stylish and minimal, the Cuboid can stand out or 
blend into any environment. Unbelievably functional, 
aesthetically beautiful.

  
Top: Fenix Nano Tech laminate in matt colour range with Birch Plywood. 
Body and drawer fronts: Birch Plywood with clear coat polyurethane paint finish. 
Legs: White powder coated steel.
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Drawers: A combination of high end slow close with push catch mechanics. 
Ivory synthetic leather inserts.

Cuboid 6



  
Detail: ‘Continuous grain’ Birch Plywood with clear coat polyurethane paint finish. 
Opposite: Fenix Nano Tech laminate in matt colour range with Birch Plywood.

Cuboid 6



Principles

  
 Simple
 
Practicality and a reduction of form. 
A minimalist approach to modern
materials produces a cleaner, 
simpler and ultimately, more durable 
piece of furniture. Keeping our design 
and build process simple is key in 
the production and usability of our 
furniture. A form derived simply from 
the function of our design. 
 

  
 Functional
 
Ease of use and purposefulness. 
We use modern materials specifically 
for their benefit and wear. This may 
sound like quite a utilitarian approach; 
it’s our way of filtering out the unnecessary 
and focus solely on the end use 
of our furniture. 

  
 Beautiful
 
Having both a reductive and utilitarian 
approach to design leaves our furniture 
with a refined aesthetic. Beauty comes 
solely from their purpose; the function 
they serve. This way we believe beauty 
is predetermined by simple and functional 
design, it is the outcome of our research 
and development, prototyping and 
refinement that makes a Circle piece 
of furniture. 
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Body: Birch Plywood with clear coat polyurethane paint finish. 
Legs: White powder coated steel.

Vinyl Stack
 
Circles ethos is like vinyl to the music lover. It’s in the 
process. A moment for yourself to sit and take in the 
sounds. The Vinyl Stack was designed to perfectly 
display your treasured collection.
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Materials
 
Circle has prototyped many types of materials 
over the past three years in search of the right 
combination of functionality, durability, and 
style when it comes to the construction and 
finishes. The following materials pages will 
give insight into the attention to detail and 
quality of build that goes into each piece of 
Circle furniture.
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Acrylic Polytec

Circle use ‘Arctic White’ HI-MACS® by Gunnersen, 
an advanced polymer resin technology developed by 
LG Hausys®. The acrylic resin acts as a reinforcing agent, 
adding extra strength while creating a non-porous 
surface that can be repaired if scratched or chipped. 
The acrylic also allows for seamless joins giving every 
surface a sleek, smooth finish.

Inspired by industrial raw materials but without the constraints 
of weight, Circle uses surface laminate ‘White Cement’ – 
a pale, white, realistic concrete with soft grey shadow, ‘Grey 
Cement’ – a mid-toned, grey, realistic concrete with mid grey 
shadow and ‘Dark Cement’ – a dark, cool grey, realistic concrete 
with near black shadow. These lightweight alternatives to 
concrete provide a true raw concrete appearance without 
the need for reinforcing steel, curing and casting.

Fenix NTM   

0030 Bianco 
Alaska

0032 Bianco 
Kos

0029 Bianco 
Malé

0750 Verde 
Comodoro

0754 
Blu Fes

0724 Grigio 
Bromo

0718 Grigio 
Londra

0720 Nero 
Ingo

0751 Rosso 
Jaipur

0748 Beige 
Arizona

0749 Cacao 
Orinoco

0719 Beige 
Luxor

0725 Grigio 
Efeso

0752 Grigio 
Antrim

0717 Castoro 
Ottawa

Low light 
reflectivity

Resistance to 
scratches and 
abrasion 

Thermal healing 
of superficial 
microscratches

Resistance to 
dry heat

Anti-fingerprint

High resistance 
to acid solvents 
and reagents

Soft touch

Enhanced 
anti-bacterial 
properties

Key features

FENIX NTM® is a super opaque nanotech material used 
by Circle for surfaces. It is an innovative interior design 
product, created by Arpa Industriale, that combines elegant 
aesthetic solutions with state-of-the-art technological 
performance. With low light reflectivity, its surface is 
extremely opaque, anti-fingerprint and can thermally heal 
any superficial micro-scratches. It also features a very 
pleasant soft touch. The swatch on this page represents 
the colours Circle furniture can be surfaced in. 
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Steel Synthetic Leather

A simple and trusted way to make bases, legs and frames 
Circle uses Square Hollow Steel (SHS) and Rectangle 
Hollow Steel (RHS) for all column based products. The SHS 
/ RHS in the Oosoom range is powder coated white to finish.

For the interior of Circle furniture drawers an ivory synthetic 
leather is used. Being 100% polyester the synthetic leather 
is very durable: resistant to most chemicals, stretching 
and shrinking, wrinkle resistant and abrasion resistant with 
a soft touch.  

Birch Plywood Solid Oak

Circle uses Birch Plywood because of its warmth and natural 
markings. Plywood uses more of the log than other timber 
which makes it much more effective as a resource. Also,  
kilo for kilo it is stronger than steel, as well as being a longer 
lasting more durable timber. 

One of the most popular timbers to use in fine furniture 
making, Circle Oak has great strength and hardness with 
very appealing grain markings. 
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Top: ‘Arctic White’ seamless acrylic hard surface. 

  
Drawer: High-end slow close mechanics with ivory synthetic 
leather insert.

  
Legs: Solid Oak with clear coat protection.

  
Dimensions: W 1800 x H 740 x D 750 mm. 

  
Dimensions (open drawer): W 1800 x H 740 x D 1120 mm. 

David Cameron finds creativity within fine furniture design 
and customer conscious functionality. Hugely influenced 
from his steel works background and over 20 years in 
engineering, retail design and building, as-well as growing 
up in North England’s industrialised towns, David has 
forged a reputation with his signature organic feel of 
merging steel and wood along with the latest advances 
in material technologies.

As principal designer & director of Circle Design and Sydney 
shop-fitout company, DB Projects, David’s work can 
be seen nationally, including in the iconic Westfield and 
David Jones department stores as-well as Sydney Airport.

Designer Oosoom Premium Oosoom Classic

  
Top: Birch Plywood with clear coat polyurethane paint finish 
with recessed hard surface acrylic monitor wear pad.

  
Drawer: High-end slow close mechanics with ivory synthetic 
leather insert.

  
Legs: White powder coated steel.

  
Dimensions: W 1800 x H 740 x D 750 mm. 

  
Dimensions (open drawer): W 1800 x H 740 x D 1120 mm. 
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Download: SketchUp SKP files are available for all 
Circle furniture at circledesign.com.au



Rectangular Multi Circular Multi

  
Top: Fenix Nano Tech laminate in matt colour range with 
Birch Plywood.

  
Legs: White powder coated steel.

  
Dimensions: Dia 450 | 500 | 600 | 750 | 900 | 1000 | 1195 mm 

 
  

Dimensions: H 440 | 760 | 900 mm 

  
Top: Fenix Nano Tech laminate in matt colour range with 
Birch Plywood.

  
Legs: White powder coated steel.

  
Dimensions: W 1400 | 1600 | 1800 | 2100 mm 

 
  

Dimensions: H 740 | 900 mm 
 

  
Dimensions: D 750 | 795 | 900 | 1000 | 1100 | 1195 mm 

  
Top: Fenix Nano Tech laminate in matt colour range.

  
Body and drawer fronts: Birch plywood with clear coat 
polyurethane paint finish. 

  
Drawers: A combination of high-end slow close with push 
catch mechanics with ivory synthetic leather option draw inserts.

  
Base: White powder coated steel.

  
Dimensions: 1800 x H 740 x D 500 mm

  
Product notes: Hardwearing and functional draw mechanic 
option - push to open with slow close push catch.

  
Top: Birch Plywood with clear coat polyurethane paint finish. 

  
Legs: White powder coated steel.

  
Dimensions: W 760 x H 1170 x D 460 mm 

Cuboid Vinyl Stack 6

  
Download: SketchUp SKP files are available for all 
Circle furniture at circledesign.com.au
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